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SURIN PARK CONDOMINIUMS

Bathrooms: 1

Bedrooms: 1

Lot size: 71

Price: 6500000

Year built: 2009

Surin Park is a luxury sea view condominium in the heart of exclusive enclave of Surin village. It is
designed to provide the ultimate in life style options at prices that enable an optimum return on
investment. The neighbourhood guarantees superior capital growth whilst our rental program
ensures excellent rental yield. Surin Park offers you a superb opportunity to invest and own a
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beautiful home in the heart of one of the islands most desirable locations. We believe Surin Park has
the rare combination of not just location, design and quality, but affordability.

• A few minutes walk to two of Phuket's finest beaches, Surin and Bang Tao

• On Surin Beach road

• A High end residential address, making your investment secure and financially wise

Surin Park offers more than 10 different styles of condominium apartments ranging from 1 bedroom
units (71sqm) to 2 bedroom, study and rooftop garden penthouse units (164sqm). They are designed
to optimize outdoor lifestyle by merging the terrace and living areas together. All apartments will
boast comforts such as LAN wiring, CCTV and built in BBQ grill counter on the terrace.

Surin Park condominiums are the perfect example of modern day living. Only using premium quality
materials, these state-of-the-art condominiums offer spacious open plan living. Bright, breezy and
fresh, all condominiums are designed to optimize the beautiful surrounding environment and
outdoor lifestyle, the folding doors open onto a spacious terrace providing complete synergy to
indoor and outdoor living. With its elevated position Surin Park provides a truly peaceful and natural
environment with sweeping mountain views, maximum privacy and only moments from white sandy
beaches

Surin Park is truly a unique location. The tropical landscaping at Surin Park is in keeping with the
natural environment and the communal swimming pool and Jacuzzi and has been designed to
provide total peace and privacy. Positioned in order to receive optimal sunshine this is a beautiful
area that oozes calm and relaxation. We are confident you'll come to the simple conclusion that
Surin Park truly offers the highest quality in condominium living.

Real Ref. 10074


